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GTCC.1.SS.1 The student will discuss the physical and social needs of a family.  (S2B4#5) 

(S5B4#1,4) (S6B4#1,3) Sociology    

GTCC.1.SS.2 The student will describe roles people have in family school, and the community.   

(S2B4#2,3,5) (S6B4#1,6) Sociology   

GTCC.1.SS.3 The student will examine and discuss family life of different cultures.  (S2B4#5) 

(S3B4#4,7) (S4B4#1,3,6,7) (S6B4#2,3,4) Sociology  [EU 2,3] 
 

GTCC.1.SS.4 The student will recognize the need for rules at home and in school. The student will 

be in compliance with these rules by respecting others and ensuring their safety and 

protection. (S1B4#3) (S2B4#4,5,6) (S6B4#3,6) Civics 
 

GTCC.1.SS.5 The student will tell how climate and surroundings affect the way people dress and 

live.  (S3B4#3,4,6,7) (S4B4#7) (S6B4#4) Geography  [EU 1] 
 

GTCC.1.SS.6 The student will use  a timeline/seasonal round that represents seasons and holidays 

in the history of Montana and the United States.  (S3B4#6) (S4B4#2,4) Geography,  

Sociology  [EU 1,3] 
 

GTCC.1.SS.7 The student will explain personal biographical data. (S3B4#5) (S4B4#1,6) (S6B4#1) 

Sociology  [EU 2] 

GTCC.1.SS.8 The student will recognize and demonstrate that money and other forms of economic 

exchange may be used to purchase goods and services which people need and/or 

want.  (S1B4#1,3) (S5B4#1,2,3,4,5) Economics  [EU 1] 
 

GTCC.1.SS.9 The student will identify national symbols such as the U.S. flag and the Pledge of 

Allegiance while demonstrating a sense of citizenship.  (S2B4#1) Civics  [EU 1] 
 

GTCC.1.SS.10 The student will interpret simple maps of their classroom and school.  (S3B4#1,2,5) 

Geography   

GTCC.1.SS.11 The student will interpret features on a simple globe.  (S3B4#1,2,5) Geography   

GTCC.1.SS.12 The student will discuss the process of democratic ideas such as playground and 

classroom rules and other real world situations.  (S1B4#2,3) (S3B4#7) 

(S4B4#1,3,5,7) (S5B4#6) Sociology  [EU 7] 

GTCC.1.SS.13 The student will be introduced to the different ways people communicate.  (S2B4#7)  

[EU 1,2,6] 

 


